
RCR-5
Versatile and easy to install, the RCR-5’s
astonishing big-speaker sound is everything
you probably wouldn’t expect from an in-
ceiling design. Sophisticated engineering and
exceptional performance make this
Reference Series model the logical choice
where smooth, clear highs, solid bass, and
total reliability are as important as stealth.
RCR-5s work extremely well in high-end
distributed-music systems and as surround
speakers in home-theater setups — any
application where you need loudspeakers to
be heard but not seen. And they blend
perfectly with the smaller RCR-3s in
situations that demand a mix of sizes.

The RCR-5’s 8-inch Cerametallic™ cone
woofer, built in a cast-polymer frame with
an extraordinarily robust motor structure,
delivers a rich, full bottom end that instantly
sets it apart from conventional ceil ing
speakers. Its coaxially mounted titanium
dome compression drive tweeter is mated
to a Klipsch Tractrix® Horn that can be
swiveled to focus sound where needed,
which is a great advantage when the speaker
must be mounted in a less-than-ideal
location. A tweeter attenuation switch gives
an added measure of control in tailoring the
speaker ’s output to the acoustics of its
environment.

The RCR-5’s white frame and grille can be
painted to match the ceil ing. Premium
components and superior construction
ensure long, trouble-free service.

8" Two-Way In-Ceiling Loudspeaker

n High sensitivity and power handling
n Durable cast-polymer frame with shallow 5" mounting depth
n Swiveling Tractrix Horn compression driver tweeter
n Adjustable treble output
n Paintable to blend with ceiling
n Rugged ABS frame and rustproof powder-coated aluminum grille

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

BANDWIDTH 39Hz-20kHz ± 3dB

SENSITIVITY 95dB @ 2.83 volts/1 meter

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE 8 ohms compatible

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY 2100Hz

POWER HANDLING 50 watts (200 watts peak)

ENCLOSURE TYPE Infinite baffle system
DRIVE COMPONENTS Two-way system using one 1'' (2.5cm) 

titanium dome compression driver tweeter 
with a swiveling 100˚ symmetrical Tractrix 
Horn and one 8" (20.3cm)Cerametallic
cone woofer

WIRE GAUGE ACCOMMODATED 12

WEIGHT 5 lbs. (2.3kg)

DIAMETER 11" (27.9cm)

MOUNTING DEPTH 5" (12.7cm)

CUTOUT DIMENSIONS 9.8" (24.9cm)

FINISH White

INSTALLATION KIT R-800-IK
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